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Prediction accuracy
Prediction accuracy

- good true positive rate, only few false positives
- # of false positives vary across clusters
  - 84% of clusters have no potential FPs (unknown)
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A note on false positives

- some other clusters (example: 123 domains, 119 FP)
  - many noun-noun domains
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- large cluster: 1746 domains
  - part of a set of 80k domains
  - registered under a single name in Albania in Jan and Feb 2010
Time to blacklisting

The graph shows the percentage of events over time until blacklisting. The x-axis represents the time in hours, days, weeks, and months, while the y-axis represents the percentage. The data trend indicates an increase in the percentage of events as the time until blacklisting increases.
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early response to spam
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Name server ages
NS features

- 82.2% of domains encounter fresh name servers
Registration clusters
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